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Useful Revision Websites 
 
 
www.bbc.co.uk/revision  
 
Or  
 
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/bitesize 
 
 
 
www.mymaths.co.uk 
 
 
 
FLG  Accessed via the schools website:  
 
www.farlingaye.suffolk.sch.uk 
 
 
Please check with your teacher if you are unsure of your login 
or password for any of the above. 



 

Find out what  
information you need to 
revise. 
 

Organise all of your 
lesson notes and 
make sure there is 
nothing missing. 

Underline or  
highlight key words 
and definitions. 

Plan to revise each 
topic three times. 
 

Do… 
1. Plan your revision in 30 minute slots. 
2. Start your revision early. 
3. Plan some times during breaks where 

you can get outside and be active. 

Revision 
Tips 

Organise a quiet 
place at home 
where you will not 
be disturbed. 

Use rhymes, diagrams 
and spiders webs to 
summarise information. 

Test yourself or get 
other people to test 
you. 

Plan times that you 
will devote to revising 
each subject. 



 

What to do in the 
assessment  

Read the  
instructions on the 
assessment 
carefully. 

Spend 5 minutes 
reading through the 
assessment paper. 

Read each question 
more than once. 

Underline the key words 
and think about what 
information the question 
is asking for. 

Keep an eye on 
the time. 

Try not to leave any 
questions blank. 

Use diagrams where it 
will help you to give a 
clearer answer. 

Have all of your 
equipment ready. 
 

Listen carefully to 
all of the  
Instructions. 



 Don’t  
forget... 

Read through your revision 
notes the night before the 
assessment. 

Get all the equipment 
you need for the 
assessment ready the 
night before. 

Put your name on 
every assessment 
paper. 

Make sure you have 
a good breakfast. 

When you have finished the 
assessment, check that you 
have not left any questions out  
or made any silly mistakes. 



Revision planning sheet  for MATHS FOUNDATION LEVEL 

Topic I can do I need to 
revise 

Multiplying & dividing without a calculator.     

Prime numbers.     

Multiples, Factors and Prime Factors.     

Indices (powers) and surds     

LCM and HCF     

Basic rules of algebra.     

Fractions.     

Decimals.     

FDP’s  conversion between     

Order of operations (BIDMAS)     

Negative number rules     

Solving equations     

Substitution     

Rearrange, generate formulae     

Straight-line graphs inc. gradients     

Angle properties of lines & polygons     

Number patterns and sequences.     

Approximation and estimation     

Simplifying expressions     

Expanding & factorising expressions     

Perimeter, area and volume   

Plans and elevations   

Rounding   

Solving quadratics by factorisation   

Solving quadratics by  graphing   



Revision planning sheet  for MATHS HIGHER LEVEL  

Topic I can do I need to 
revise 

Whole number arithmetic     

Prime numbers     

Multiples, factors, prime factors     

LCM and HCF     

Fractions     

Decimals     

FDP’s  conversion between     

Simplifying expressions     

Expanding & factorising expressions     

Solving equations     

Substitution     

Rearrange, generate formulae     

Solving quadratics by factorisation     

Solving quadratics by  graphing     

Error bounds     

Indices      

Number sequences      

Linear graphs ‘y = mx +c’     

Perimeter, area and volume     

Plans and elevations     

Approximation and estimation     

Angle properties of lines & polygons   

Rounding   

Negative number rules.   

Order of operations (BIDMAS)   



Revision planning sheet  for SCIENCE  

The internal assessment resources for the Year 9 assessment 
can be accessed on the Kerboodle website. Your class 
teacher will explain how to access this site and guide you 
through the resources. If you do not have access to the 
internet please see Mr Harker.  

 Topics to revise 1st 2nd 3rd 

C1 — Atomic Structure    

C2  — The Periodic table     

P1—Conservation and dissipation of  
energy 

   

B1—Cell structure and transport    

B2— Cell Division    

B3—Organisation and the digestive 
system 

   

P12—Wave Properties    

P13—Electromagnetic waves    



Notes:  



 Revision planning sheet for  
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY  

 
 
You will need to bring:  
Pen, drawing pencil, colouring pencils (not felt tips), ruler,  
rubber. 
 
Use the guide book that will be given to you in lessons to help 
you revise. 
 
You will have 1¼ hours to complete the assessment.  
 
Read the instructions on the assessment paper very carefully.  
 
There are two sections: 
 
Section A: You will need to answer 24 out of the 40        
questions in this section. All questions are worth 1 mark. 
Choose the questions depending on which units you have 
completed so far this year. Number the questions as you    
answer them so you make sure you answer the correct 
amount.  

 
 
Section B: This section is worth 50 marks and requires you to 
design a product by working through the different stages of 
the design process. You will choose ONE product to design 
from the travel-based themes opposite. Make sure it is from a 
material area that you have already covered. 



 You have a choice of: 
 

 A drawstring bag. 

 

 A blister pack to contain a simple travel game, 

such as “Top Trump” cards. 

 

 A dish suitable for a family using s specified 

cut of chicken. 

 

 An eco lamp for a travel destination. 

 

 
For the chosen topic you will need to:- 
 

 Produce a spider diagram or list for ideas. 
 
 Write a design brief. 
 
 Write a design specification. 
 
 Sketch, render/colour and annotate design ideas. 
 
 Give reasons for choosing your best idea. 
 
 Write an equipment list. 
 
 Do a plan for making. 
 
 Explain how you would evaluate your product 



Revision planning sheet for FRENCH 
 
Date of assessment:       
 
Your assessment will be based on the topics in the table 
below. Indicate the number of times you have revised each 
topic by ticking the columns.  

Topics to revise 1st 2nd 3rd 

Leisure and weekend activities.
(Module 1) 

(including TV, reading & cinema) 

   

Future plans and jobs. (Module 2) 
(Education, family, jobs) 

   

Health and healthy living. (Module 3) 
(Food & drink, sport & exercise) 

   

Describing people. (Module 4) 
(Characteristics and adjectives) 

   

Use of past, present and future 
tenses. (including imperfect tense 

for ‘Expo Rouge’) 

   

Giving opinions, using connectives, 
giving reasons and details. 

 
 

   



Revision planning sheet for GERMAN 
Date of assessment:       
Your assessment will be based on the topics in the table below. Indicate the 
number of times you have revised each topic by ticking the columns.  

Listening and Reading 

 

Topics to revise 1st 2nd 3rd 

Shopping.    

Food and drink, healthy eating.    

TV programmes.    

Free time activities.    

Holidays—past and present.    

Clock times.    

Klassenfahrt—activities.    

Question words and wording.    

Illnesses.    

Opinions.    

Weather.    

Helping at home.    

Writing 

Topics to revise 1st 2nd 3rd 

Past tenses—using past tense to write about 
something you have done recently. 

   

Future tense—using future tense to write about 
something you plan to do soon 

   

Present tense—to be able to write about a few things 
you do regularly.  

   

Complex constructions, opinions, how to write 
detailed sentences. 

   



Revision planning sheet for GEOGRAPHY  
 

 
Date of assessment:       

 
Your assessment will be based on the topics in the table 
below. Indicate the number of times you have revised each 
topic by ticking the columns.  

 
 

 

 
Topics to revise 

1st 2nd 3rd 

Development :  

 

 Factors that distinguish 

development 

 Employment between countries 

 Trade and Aid 

    

Extreme Weather Systems : 

 

 Factors affecting climate 

 Types of rainfall 

 High and low pressure 

 Tropical storms 

    



Notes: 



 

Your assessment will be based on the topics in the table 
below. Indicate the number of times you have revised each 
topic by ticking the columns.  
 

 

 

 
Topics to revise 

1st 2nd 3rd 

 
 

World War One 

    

 
 

Inter war years 

    

 
 

Nazi Germany 
  
  

    

Revision planning sheet for HISTORY  

 
Date of assessment:       



  
 
 
 

 

Revision planning sheet for RE  

 
Date of assessment:       

 
Your assessment will be based on the topics in the table 
below. Indicate the number of times you have revised each 
topic by ticking the columns.  

Topics to revise 1st 2nd 3rd 

Ethical issues.     

Christian attitudes towards 
abortion. 

    

Reconciliation. 
  

    

Near death experiences.     

Buddhist meditation.     

Tribal spirituality.     

Euthanasia.    



 
Revision planning sheet for ENGLISH 

 
What will I have to do? 

  
 You will have a test of your skills in reading in one lesson and 

your skills in writing in your second lesson.    
 

How should I use the assessment time? 
 
 In your first lesson, the test will ask you to read a passage 

and answer questions on it.  You will have 1 hour for this.  
 In your second lesson you will be expected to complete a 

piece of narrative writing. You will have 45 minutes, of which 
you are recommended to spend at least 10 minutes planning. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Revision tasks 
 

 As you will be expected to complete a piece of narrative 
writing , it is advised that you revise descriptive techniques. 
What are they and how can you incorporate them 
successfully into your writing.  

 
 
 Don’t forget that you will also be marked on your sentence 

structures, vocabulary use and accurate grammar and 
punctuation!  

 



Notes:  



Things to do:  


